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Test Your Taste

FOR EACH STATEMENT
that rings true, give
yourself the indicated
number of points.
I know a “pop of color”
is not a fruit-flavored
soda. (0.5)
 I like the symmetry of
two Barcaloungers. (0.5)
 I favor an eclectic approach to design, which
has nothing to do with
my mild hoarding problem. (0.5)
 My toaster matches my
fridge and oven. (1)
 I regularly fantasize
about home spas. (1)
 I’ve spent at least 30
minutes of quality time
with the Design Within
Reach catalog. (1)
 I believe if you buy
what you truly love, it
will all somehow harmoniously coexist. (1)
 Every room has a
mood or personality
such as “playful,”
“soothing” or “MiddleEastern potentate.” (1)
 I can’t help judging
other people’s taste in
décor, and I usually think
my own is better. (1)
 I think of my tabletop
arrangements as little
still-life compositions. (1)
 I have Instagrammed
at least one of these
compositions. (1.5)
 I can use the phrase
“matchy-matchy” in a
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censorious remark softened by a touch of compassion. (1.5)
 There should be a law
against overhead lighting. (2)
 An interior should
have a collected, welltraveled look even if everything was acquired in
the last five years in the
same city. (2)
 When it comes to
choosing paint colors, I
can agonize for weeks
before narrowing it
down to 11 shades of
white. (2)
 I have considered tossing all my books’ dust
jackets and arranging
their spines by color. (2)
 When I’m a guest, I
can’t control my impulse
to surreptitiously dim
the lamps. (2)
 I always like to have at
least one unexpected element in my rooms. (2)
 I call that element a
“moment.” (2.5)
 I know the difference
between a warm gray, a
cool gray, a true gray
and a “gray that doesn’t
exactly sit up and bark.”
(3)
 My favorite cardio exercise is poofing all my
pillows. (3)
 Benjamin Moore and
Sherwin-Williams would
make great names for a
pair of dogs. (3)
 Crystal chandeliers
look totally appropriate
in kitchens, bathrooms

and four-car garages. (3)
 I have strong opinions
when it comes to the
question “Is teal bluegreen or green-blue?”
(3)
 When I travel, I bring
my own accessories—
photos in silver frames,
imported textiles—to
personalize my hotel
room. (3)
 I call everything from
bud vases to drawer
pulls the “jewelry” in a
room. (3)
 Flat-screen TVs just
seem to belong over fireplaces, neck strain be
damned. (3)
 I’m fascinated by the
stimulating dialogue between my sofa, chairs
and coffee table. (4)
 I worry that by 2018
the width and stain color
of my hardwood flooring
planks will look hopelessly 2016. (4)
 I admit it: I once said
chaise “lounge” instead
of chaise “longue.” Of
course, I was only 7
years old at the time.
(4)
 If there are too many
skinny furniture legs in a
room, I get anxious. It’s
like being on a subway
platform at rush hour.
(5)
 I mourn the scarcity of
witty vanity stools. (5)
 Instead of counting
sheep at night, I name
the 1,867 shades in the
Pantone color chart. (5)

Now, add up your score…
025 points: You care about the way things look, but don’t quit your day job.
2650 points: You are qualified to write the world’s 17,865th design blog,
but don’t quit your day job.
Over 50 points: Quit your day job and hang out your shingle. Be sure the shingle
is crafted of cerused oak.

EgoBuilding Exercise

For a study at UC Berkeley from 1958 to
1959, architects were asked to rank their
contemporaries in order of creativity.
Here are the top 10 from two stars of the era

‘Carefully
Curated’

8 examples of the way
the redundant phrase is
being overused
2
“Carefully Curated
Interiors” —Dwell.com
“Downtown’s Carefully Curated
Cinemas Make the Cut”
—VillageVoice.com

Philip Johnson’s
peer ranking:
1 Philip Johnson
New York City
2 Louis I. Kahn
Philadelphia
3 Eero Saarinen
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
4 Raphael S. Soriano
Tiburon, Calif.
5 Richard J. Neutra
Los Angeles
6 John MacLane Johansen
New Canaan, Conn.
7 Victor Lundy
Sarasota, Fla.
8 Harry Weese
Chicago
9 Ralph Rapson
Minneapolis
10 I.M. Pei
New York City

“A Boutique for Carefully
Curated Chocolate”
—TripAdvisor.com

“Carefully Curated Canyon
Coffee Launches in Los
Angeles”
—DailyCoffeeNews.com

4

5

“Carefully Curated Random
Stuff” —TinyLetter.com
“China Carefully
Curates Online Reaction
to Bo Xilai Indictment”
—WSJ.com

Extreme Party Planning

8 celebratory strategies—from ambitious to insanely
ambitious—conjured by Alist event designer David Monn
Avenue Armory, the
planner used an audio
track of human heart
beats as background
music for a dinner in a
dim, cavernous hall.
4 For a Tiffany’s exhibi
tion, he arranged for
guests to enter the
Fifth Avenue store
through a behemoth
replica of the jeweler’s

1

“Beards Carefully Curated”
—Bearditorium.tumblr.com

Source: The Creative Architect, by Pierluigi Serraino (Monacelli)

1 For a Long Island
wedding reception,
Mr. Monn served fried
chicken buffetstyle in
blueandwhite Chinese
porcelain.
2 He timed a beachside
summer soiree to the
lunar cycle so a full
moon reflected be
witchingly off the bay.
3 At New York’s Park

3

“Measuring Up to the
Carefully Curated Life”
—BoldDish.com

signature blue box; its
interior was pitch black
except for distant lights
that compelled visitors
forward.
5 For a streetartob
sessed 13yearold’s bar
mitzvah, Mr. Monn
hired Jonathan Cohen,
a revered Queens, N.Y.,
graffiti artist who goes
by Meres One, to spray

twostory murals in
a penthouse loft.
6 For a friend’s nup
tials, he recreated the
wedding scene from
“Love Actually.” As
soon as the ceremony
ended, musicians hid
den randomly among
guests stood and
played “All You Need is
Love” as gospel singers
streamed in from vari
ous doorways.
7 At the bat mitzvah
for a girl who wanted
to be a veterinarian,
celebrants were greeted
by two lifesize fauxto
piary horses sheathed
in moss and embel
lished with seeds, nuts
and dyed straw.
8 Mr. Monn blanketed
the exterior of New
York’s Plaza Hotel with
facadehugging fire
works for the venerated
hostelry’s centennial
anniversary.
Source: “David Monn:
The Art of Celebrating”
(Vendome)

The Best-Laid Plants

5 pots paired with greenery that plays well with their aesthetics
by New York floral designer Emily Thompson
1 Mod Meets the
‘Me Generation’
For these hexagonal, hairpin-legged stands, Ms.
Thompson selected spider
plants, a favorite of hers for
their ease of care and the
babies that drop from them,
not to mention their nostalgic appeal. “Even though
this planter is very midcentury modern, I think spider
plants, so ubiquitous in the
1970s, suit it. Both are very
linear, but the spider plant
adds some opposition, its
curvilinearity sitting on top
of this rigid geometry.”
Ferm Living Hexagon Pots,
from $54 each, and Plant
Stands, from $44 each,
cleverspaces.com

2 Two for the Show
“This pot is funny because
of its size and the giant craters [carved] out of it,” said
Ms. Thompson. “It’s almost
aggressive.” She paired it
with Medinilla, whose flowers last for months and is
remarkably dashing for a
plant that thrives in a variety of light conditions. “It

has a dramatic scale and
a slightly comedic aspect.
With long dangling panicles
and showy color, it screams
for attention and can stand
up to this vessel.” Molded
Terra Cotta Planter, $3,500,
Inner Gardens, 310-8388378

3 Culture Clash
Of the traditionally styled
planter and the contemporary-looking agave she put
in it, Ms. Thompson said,
“You wouldn’t find this
succulent, with its jagged
variegated leaves, in a
northern European garden,
which the old-world style
|of this pot evokes.” The
agave holds up well with little tending as long as it
gets bright light, like most
plants native to the arid
American southwest.
“Sometimes contrast is interesting,” she added. Chelsea Round Planter, from
$45, jaysonhome.com

4 Curves Interrupted
“This low planter has such
beautiful lines, I wanted

something very textured
to contrast its smoothness,”
said Ms. Thompson, “so
I went for this very busy
Mother Fern, which has lots
of little bits” to interrupt
the pot’s sweeping arcs.
Any fern would work, she
noted, “but this one has
a particularly graceful arching habit to its fronds.”
Prairie MLT-62 Small
Planter Bowl, $550, Inner
Gardens, 310-838-8378

5 Elevated
Earthiness
“This shape is almost eccentric in terra cotta,” said
Ms. Thompson of the formal
vessel and its lowly material. “The Oxalis, one of my
favorites plants because it
comes in so many colors,
has a humble presence—
a whimsical, fluffy hairdo
of a plant—with this grand
pedestal.” Strategically
matching the plant’s hue to
that of the form also keeps
the whole arrangement understated. No. Six Terra
Cotta Urn, $350, francespalmerpottery.com
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Eero Saarinen’s
peer ranking:
1 Eero Saarinen
Bloomfield Hills, Mich.
2 Philip Johnson
New York City
3 Richard J. Neutra
Los Angeles
4 Louis I. Kahn
Philadelphia
5 Pietro Belluschi
Cambridge
6 John Warnecke
San Francisco
7 Victor Lundy
Sarasota, Fla.
8 I.M. Pei
New York City
9 Ernest J. Kump
Palo Alto, Calif.
10 Edward L. Barnes
New York City

